ABSTRACT Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) often consist of hundreds of sensor nodes that may be deployed in relatively harsh and complex environments. In views of hardware cost, sensor nodes always adopt relatively cheap chips, which make these nodes become error-prone or faulty in the course of their operation. Natural factors and electromagnetic interference could also influence the performance of the WSNs. When sensor nodes become faulty, they may have died which means they cannot communicate with other members in the wireless network, they may be still alive but produce incorrect data, they may be unstable jumping between normal state and faulty state. To improve data quality, shorten response time, strengthen network security, and prolong network lifespan, many studies have focused on fault diagnosis. This survey paper classifies fault diagnosis methods in recent five years into three categories based on decision centers and key attributes of employed algorithms: centralized approaches, distributed approaches, and hybrid approaches. As all these studies have specific goals and limitations, this paper tries to compare them, lists their merits and limits, and propose potential research directions based on established methods and theories.
I. INTRODUCTION A. APPLICATIONS OF WSNs
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) comprise large numbers of sensor nodes and one or several sink node (SN) also called base station (BS) . From the perspective of quantity, the number of sensor nodes occupies the largest proportion of components [1] .These wireless nodes often contain several sensors and act as ''nerve endings'' to apperceive and monitor the physical environment, e.g., the natural environment or a man-made environment. Except for the sensor part, a typical wireless sensor node consists of the following components: (a) microcontroller module, (b) transceiver module, (c) power source module, and (d) additional module, e.g., mobilizer, actuator, etc. These nodes utilize radio channels to communicate with each other and share their information, which can be forwarded to a SN or BS directly or by multi-hop relays.
WSNs have been widely applied to various applications [2] - [5] . One early example, possibly the first application of WSNs, is the air-delivered seismic intrusion detector (ADSID) system [6] . This system was used by United States Air Force (USAF) in the Vietnam War to detect the Vietnamese transport troops as it was known the harsh environment of the tropical rainforest made the US military suffer. In this system, each node was equipped with a sensitive seismometer that was planted along the Ho Chi Minh Trail to detect vibrations from moving vehicles. The sensed data were regularly transmitted from each node directly to an airplane, over a channel with a unique frequency. The system was used to facilitate the dispatch of bombers to strike targets, usually troops moving along the trail. The application of this system greatly decreased American casualties and, in addition, seriously damaged the supply lines of Vietnamese army. In modern military, the applications of WSNs become more extensive, such as self-healing land mines (SHLM) [7] , aerostat acoustic payload for transient detection (AAP) [8] , soldier detection and tracking (SDT) [9] , early attack reaction sensor (EARS) [10] , sniper detection and localization (SDL) [11] and so on.
Beyond early military applications, some researchers applied WSNs to agricultural production [12] . The relevant application for crop protection was designed to divert animal intrusions in crop fields since crop damage by animals is one of the major threats to maximizing crop yield [13] . Apart from pest control, WSNs are in use with different agricultural services like irrigation [14] , fertilization [15] , greenhouse [16] and so on. WSNs can also be applied to health monitoring of the human body, especially for hospital patients or the elderly [17] .
Industry is another important orientation and Industrial Wireless Sensor Networks (IWSNs) can be classified into three groups [18] :
• Environment sensing, currently represents the widest group of WSN applications [19] . This category is further subdivided into pollution, hazardous environment, and security sensing. Pollution sensing is directed at air, water, gas, and noise pollution, while hazardous environment sensing include fire, flood, landslide, debris flow, and gas leakage sensing. Meanwhile, security sensing presents security issues to be fixed which arises in markets with other competing providers and products, where IWSNs are used for monitoring barrier areas and points of interest.
• Condition monitoring, covers equipment, structure, and workers' status monitoring [20] . The status of industrial equipment may worsen over time, which makes it necessary for WSNs to monitor machines' working deviation from optimal situations. WSNs can also be used to equip workers or those working in dangerous situations to decrease casualties and damage, such as for firemen, miners, and etc. These people always face potential dangers in the performance of their duties.
• Process automation, refers to the use of WSNs to monitor and control important automated processes and to make the processes more reliable [21] . In general, WSNs have been mainly used in eight areas, as shown in Fig. 1 .
B. CHALLENGES OF APPLYING WSNs
Despite the wide application of WSNs, technical bottlenecks still exist among them. The three main challenges for WSN applications are the following [18] .
1) RELIABILITY
A significant parameter for assessing WSN reliability is the measure of the amount of data received correctly at the SN or BS [22] . Of course, some applications relating to personal security require very high reliability. For example, WSNs employed in battlefield surveillance [23] demand high reliability, and a small mistake could cause heavy casualties. In contrast, agricultural WSNs may require a lower network reliability. Reliability is always a function of the cost of sensor nodes. Consequently, how to properly price a sensor required to deal with real-word scenarios becomes very difficult. In addition, the environment or place where these nodes are located could interfere with the reliability of the network. For example, the industrial environment may be rife with network-compromising factors, such as complex fields, higher or lower temperature, electromagnetic waves generated by machines or wires, chemical substances, and so on. At the same time, multiple wireless HART networks usually coexist in a real industrial environment with such sensors, and could cause performance degradation due to communication interference among networks [24] . Such factors could reduce the reliability of networks and cause relevant errors in the data transport process.
2) REAL-TIME PERFORMANCE
Evaluating the average time a data packet takes to travel from a sensor node to the sink node or base station is a common way of measuring real-time performance [25] . In general, military applications require much quicker response speeds than any other type. Real-time performance is mainly dictated by several key factors, including retransmission time, congestion, MAC delay, etc. Because of recent advances in CPU performance, the primary time consumption derives from communication and message congestion. There are many reasons for time delays in the communication phase. Climatic conditions, such as wind, rain, snow, humidity, temperature, and even solar radiation, can have a negative effect on communication. Beyond these factors, other reasons for impaired network performance may not be attributable to nature. Many sensor nodes are deployed in industrial plants in order to monitor or sense various aspects of the environmental or mechanical environments. The rotation of machines, moving objects, and even chemical reagents can also influence the performance of a network. Hence, the influencing factors are complex and difficult to estimate.
3) SAFETY
A major consideration in many fields, especially the military, is safety [26] . Since WSNs are open networks and the energy and hardware requirements are limited, developers cannot implement highly complicated algorithms or routing protocols to guarantee the safety of a network. It is believed that a strong receiver deployed in the area of a WSN can easily decode the data packets of most WSNs, and even deliver the wrong data to the base station in order to force the system to make an incorrect judgment. The consideration of safety may be unnecessary in most areas except in military applications. In modern warfare, WSNs have been widely used in battlefield monitoring, cooperative operations, executing precise strikes, etc. Because this kind of network is responsible for maintaining connections in the physical world, the safety and accuracy of the required data transmission is very significant.
C. MOTIVATIONS FOR FAULT DIAGNOSIS IN WSNs
According to the demands of most applications, sensor nodes in WSNs are always expected to work together autonomously in an unattended, harsh, and even hostile environments. Consequently, these nodes tend to be faulty or go dead over time. If the faulty nodes are not tracked and handled correctly in time, they will inevitably lead to data unreliability, affect network bandwidth, cause sectional route congestion, and reduce a network's lifetime. The motivations of fault diagnosis therefore include the following.
1) INCREASE DATA RELIABILITY
Sensor nodes become faulty and unreliable for different reasons, e.g., hardware and software failure, environment effects, malicious attacks that drive nodes to produce faulty data, etc. These latter data will be forwarded to a SN or BS and decrease the accuracy of judgments by the BS. In the area of automation control, node failure can result in large numbers of casualties and property losses, e.g., in the case of networks used to detect poisonous gases in chemical plants. In this scenario, if the network fails to detect the gas leakage in time, worker safety cannot be guaranteed. A specific example is the space shuttle Challenger disaster, an event that undoubtedly increased vigilance regarding sensor integrity. Because one of the sensor nodes failed in the network of one of the shuttle Discovery's external solid fuel tanks, Discovery's scheduled launch was canceled [27] . Fault diagnosis can determine whether the sensed data are normal or faulty, and can eliminate faulty data and decrease the side effects on the SN.
2) MAKE BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION EFFICIENT
Bandwidth refers to the rate of data transfer, measured in bits per second. As a wireless sensor network is a resourceconstrained network, it is difficult to broaden the bandwidth according to nodes' needs. Faulty data inevitably occupy network bandwidth. The scenario is worse for multimedia sensor networks because there is a huge magnitude of bandwidth required for the network for multimedia data transmission. Furthermore, the algorithms for multimedia sensors require more complex hardware and computation power for processing, making computation energy dissipation equivalent to that of communication energy [28] , [29] .
3) PROLONG NETWORK LIFETIME
The network lifetime relates directly to nodes' energy [30] . Nodes start dying because they have consumed most of their energy performing various network operations and data communication. Low battery power results in poor connectivity between nodes, and when this occurs, the nodes will no longer be the part of the network and instead cause the network to be partitioned. Fault diagnosis can decrease faulty data transmission, which is capable of reducing a network's energy consumption effectively. The dead nodes can also lead to wasted energy consumption. If a dead node was the routing node, it can cause routing loops.
In fact, it is very challenging to develop a protocol that fulfills all features of the aforementioned categories of fault diagnosis in sensor nodes [31] , [32] . By considering the importance and challenges of fault diagnosis, we decided to survey existing papers, published from 2013 to 2017, and present a high-level view of fault diagnosis in WSNs.
D. CONTRIBUTION AND ORGANIZATION

1) CONTRIBUTION
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Supplements the newest research results in fault diagnosis in WSNs from 2013 to 2017, as the most important and recent review of this area was by VOLUME 6, 2018
Mahapatro and Khilar [17] , with coverage only up to 2012. Another related review of fault detection, by Muhammed and Shaikh [33] , focuses mainly on fault detection and does not cover fault diagnosis, actually fault diagnosis is a finer job than fault detection.
• Analyzes some representative papers and points out their shortcomings and limitations.
• Provides insights into the existing papers and suggests some potential research directions, which may facilitate growth in this area.
2) ORGANIZATION
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
• Description of the basic fault types and research progress from 2013 to 2017 (Section II).
• Summary of the major researcher results and discussions (Section III).
• Introduction of potential future research directions (Section IV).
• Conclusions (Section V). 
II. FAULT DIAGNOSIS APPROACHES IN WSNs
1) CENTRALIZED APPROACH
A geographically or logically centralized node, e.g., central controller or manager, the sink node, takes responsibility for fault management of the overall network.
2) DISTRIBUTED APPROACH
Every sensor node is able to make decisions at certain levels; the decision center is transferred from the sink node to a common node.
3) HYBRID APPROACH
Between the centralized and distributed approaches, in which both the sink and common nodes have the right to decide the status of nodes. In order to quickly understand the current state of the literature, we present the most important fault diagnosis terms in Fig. 2 .
B. FAULT TYPES
This section contains the common definitions of faults, classification methods, and concrete manifestations to help readers gain a basic understanding of fault types.
1) FAULT DEFINITIONS
• A fault is an unexpected change or malfunction in a system, although it may not lead to physical failure or breakdown [45] . • Unless ground truth is known or given by something with high confidence, the term fault can only refer to a deviation from the expected model of the phenomenon. A data fault is data reported by a sensor that is inconsistent with the phenomenon of interest's true behavior [39] . 
2) FAULT CLASSIFICATIONS
There are different ways of classifying fault types found in literature. Generally, faults can be mainly divided into two categories, as shown in Fig. 3 :
• Hard faults: a sensor node is not capable of communicating with the rest of the network.
• Soft faults: a sensor node continues to operate and communicate with altered behavior, e.g., produces faulty data, cannot act as a stable routing node. Hard faults are also called permanent faults. They result from the failures of some hardware modules [46] :
• Communication module faults or transceiver module faults
of communication range of entire mobile network
Soft faults are always temporary or intermittent, which means nodes with soft faults act arbitrarily and are difficult to predict and detect [32] , [47] :
• Byzantine, a node behaves arbitrarily or maliciously.
• Omission, a failure by omission is determined by a service sporadically not responding to requests.
• Timing, timing failure occurs when a node responds to a request out of the time interval, which is always in the situation that demands higher real-time performance.
C. CENTRALIZED APPROACH
In centralized approaches, one centralized sensor node, always a SN or BS, is responsible for performing fault management. The statuses of the other nodes are decided by this centralized node, which possesses high computational power, abundant memory size, and persistent energy supply. Most times, the centralized node receives information from the rest of nodes forwardly or passively. By analyzing the information, the centralized node can confirm the statuses of the other nodes. In terms of papers published in recent years, the centralized approaches can be classified into the following methodologies.
1) PROBABILISTIC METHOD
In the probabilistic method, fault diagnosis is considered a pattern-classification problem. Many classification algorithms are applied to this problem, e.g., the naïve Bayes classification algorithm and the maximum posterior probability hypothesis. Lau et al. [48] proposed the centralized naïve Bayes detector to classify sensor nodes by analyzing the end-to-end transmission time collected at the sink. This approach is described in Table 2 .
As with the CNDB algorithm, Tang and Chow [49] modeled the network as a graph using an extended algorithm known as a neighborhood hidden conditional random field (NHCRF), as shown in Table 3 . The NHCRF judges a faulty sensor node in the network by collecting its signal strength, VOLUME 6, 2018 frequency, and signal delay. It subsequently relaxes the independent assumptions that help determine nonlocal dependencies among states and observations. Thus, the status between sensor nodes and transmission paths can be determined. Furthermore, because of inclusion between state dependencies, performance evaluations show that NHCRF is very effective and efficient at fault diagnosis under different sizes and traffic loads. Furthermore, Dhal et al. [50] proposed an approach that regards a classification problem as a maximum posterior probability hypothesis testing problem.
Discussion: Both of the algorithms described in the aforementioned two papers cannot know the number of fault nodes in advance, which limits their application. Meanwhile, as a fault detection method, the probabilistic method cannot distinguish various faults in WSNs.
2) SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM)
The SVM is one type of supervised learning model with associated learning algorithms that analyze data used for classification and regression analysis in machine learning. Yu et al. [43] proposed a new direction of fault node diagnosis. Their algorithm tried to reduce fault information in order to decrease diagnosis time. As we know, fault diagnosis has significant communications overhead, calculation complexity, and large energy consumption. This paper claims to use rough set (RS) theory to filter out less important data and build a new simple dataset that is used to train the SVM. Therefore, RS-SVM fault diagnosis is done using the aforementioned methods. Furthermore, RS-SVM can effectively and diagnose and detect faulty network nodes more accurately than other methods, as shown in Table 4 .
Discussion: Sensor node faults can be classified into many types, and it is difficult for SVM to perform this task.
3) FUZZY CLASSIFICATION
This approach is also one of the common machine learning approaches. Compared to the probabilistic method, observed values do not have a necessary relation to a certain status. One certain status is always decided by several observed values, and each value has its own weight. Chanak and Banerjee [51] demonstrated a fuzzy rules-based faulty node classification and management scheme (FNCM) for the detection of physical and environmental conditions, e.g., road monitoring, smart home automation, and livestock management. It distinguishes itself from existing approaches in four ways. First, it uses an efficient data routing algorithm for the recovery and reusability of faulty nodes. Second, it overcomes the problem of uncertainty. Third, it assigns work to a node per its hardware capabilities and status. Finally, its management of nodes not only helps to achieve an efficient routing scheme, but also increases overall network performance.
Discussion: Fuzzy classification requires a better understanding of WSNs and internal relationships. Meanwhile, the faulty types have to be confirmed first.
4) PASSIVE DIAGNOSIS METHOD
The above methods can be classified as proactive approaches, which often make energy depletion quicker and reduce network lifespan, as these algorithms place extra communications overhead on networks. In order to overcome this drawback, Jin et al. [52] proposed a passive anomaly detection model based on the autoregressive (AR) model and nonparametric tests (the Kuiper and K-S tests). Like a rough set, the AR model acts as a linear prediction filter to pre-whiten the test data. The diagnosed data and data travel times, are randomly picked up and transmitted to the sink node. The diagnosed data of normal conditions are generated and used for training the non-parametric test. If one routing node fails, as a sensor node employs ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing (AODV) routing, the new route will be longer than the original one. In other words, in this paper, anomalous conditions, including two parameters, i.e., traffic conditions and number of faulty nodes, will make their signals deviate from the normal ones. At this stage, then, K-S and Kuiper tests are used to indicate the difference.
Discussion: Just like the SVM approach, this method cannot differentiate between specific fault types and determine the number of fault nodes.
5) TOPOLOGY CONTROL
Occasional errors occurring in the network inevitably cause a change of topology. This type of fault can be classified as an intermittent or transient fault. Oner et al. [53] proposed the SEDEL Sensor nEtwork DEfect Localization (SEDEL) method to deal with this problem. The authors model the routing topology of each processing stage as a graph, or a tree. A WSN operator, a centralized node or sink node, is used to store the routing topology using an echo-based topologydiscovery algorithm [54] . A graph-mining approach, i.e., a frequent subgraphs mining approach, is used to detect the frequent subgraphs database, as shown in Fig. 4 . These subgraphs can be used to generate a table that contains class labels and edges. In the next step, information gain (InfoGain) for all nodes is calculated from that table. Finally, by using the output of InfoGain, a node's status is decided based on its ranking. Performance evaluation showed that this technique narrows the defected node's location in the routing table to, at most, two neighboring nodes. It also helps mark occasional errors that are usually difficult to track or detect.
Discussion: The method cannot deal with the topology change when two or more defective nodes exist at the same time. 
6) DRAWBACKS OF CENTRALIZED DIAGNOSIS
• Centralized fault diagnosis algorithms cannot be applied to large-scale WSNs, as each sensor node requires multiple hops to communicate with a sink node or BS, which depletes the energy of routing nodes quickly, especially the nodes located around the central node.
• Large-scale WSNs can also lead to significant diagnostic delay, which means that the status of remote node could change while the sink node is making a judgment.
• The sink node is responsible for diagnosing the statuses of all the other sensor nodes. However, if the sink node is faulty, the diagnosing process cannot be completed properly.
• Real-time performance cannon be guaranteed, as the status of every sensor node must decided by the sink node. Hence, when network size grows, real-time performance worsens.
• The diagnosis latency is very high, as the sink node requires a global view of the entire network before it can make a decision on the status of every sensor node.
D. DISTRIBUTED APPROACH
Unlike the centralized approach, each sensor node in the model-less or distributed approach makes decisions about their health status by gathering and analyzing diagnostic response results from neighboring nodes. Then, they update the BS accordingly. Therefore, the model-less approach transfers a little information to the BS, which helps prolong network lifetime. It further reduces much traffic overhead, and minimizes the end-to-end delay over the network. There are many recent techniques described in the literature that follow distributed approaches for fault detection and diagnosis.
1) SPATIAL-TEMPORAL COORDINATION
In this kind of approach, diagnosis methods depend on spatial and temporal coordination. In terms of spatial coordination, one sensor node, e.g., node s i , is used to monitor the local temperature, and another sensor node, s j , is the neighboring node, which means it is in the transmission radius of s j . Both nodes have similar data. In terms of temporal coordination, one node, if it is fault free, has relatively stable data over a period of time.
Miao et al. [55] demonstrated agnostic diagnosis to discover silent failures in WSNs. This is a sink-based technique that collects data from all sensor nodes in the network. This technique is different from other techniques in the following ways: (i) it does not consider predefined rules; it relies on a priori knowledge as little as possible, and it can be applied to a large number of applications in WSNs; (ii) it generates a correlation graph that can efficiently characterize correlations between metrics and can describe the latent status inside a node; and (iii) it demonstrates an agnostic diagnosis (AD) algorithm, an online lightweight failure detection approach, and checks its effectiveness through a 330-GreenOrb-node deployment. The effectiveness of this algorithm was demonstrated through studies of different cases and statistical analysis. Furthermore, since it is a sink-based technique, there is a delay between fault time and fault detection time.
In fault detection, there is a trade-off between detection accuracy and detection latency. More tests or operations on the status of one node are certain to improve detection accuracy, but can also lead to superior detection latency or detection delay. During this period, the status of a node may change. Mahapatro and Panda [38] proposed a method based on multi-objective swarm optimization to solve this problem. This fault detection method still depends on neighboring nodes, so it can be classified as spatial-temporal coordination. Hamdana et al. [56] illustrated a test and diagnostic technique for WSN applications. This technique deals with two fault classes. In the first, it considers the node faults and link failures (predefined faults). In the second, it tracks failures occurring at system dysfunctionalities or application levels. The proposed technique covers the following: (i) helping the protocol diagnose network faults; (ii) assessing the impact of faults on the entire network; (iii) helping improve the fault detection rate by using some predefined faults; and (iv) after any changes or code upgrades, validating the application according to operating conditions. It also helps improve monitoring at different levels without imposing significant overhead. Lastly, this work provides valuable information to the administrator to facilitate handling the problem quickly or even temporarily ignoring it.
Lo et al. [35] proposed a distributed model-based nonlinear sensor fault diagnosis in WSNs. This model suggests that model-based communication consumes more energy due to greater communication between nodes than in distributed approaches [57] - [60] . This study used sensor input and output values to determine non-linearity faults. According to the study, nodes suffering from a non-linearity fault have normal and abnormal working regions. Furthermore, nodes provide correct measurements when the true signal falls in the normal region, and distorted measurements when the true signal resides in the abnormal region. This protocol works locally between every pair of sensor nodes, therefore saving a significant amount of energy compared to centralized fault diagnosis strategies.
Discussion: This kind of method depends largely on the node degree and the status of neighboring nodes, i.e., the diagnostic accuracy of one node would decrease, while most of its neighboring nodes are faulty or have few neighboring nodes.
2) SELF-DIAGNOSING
In this type of approach, sensor nodes are required to compare their sensor data with that of their neighbors. Sensor node statuses are determined by the neighbors. These algorithms can work properly at the early stage of deployment, as most sensor nodes are normal and their judgments are correct. As time goes by, the performance of algorithms degrade, especially the common mode failures (CMFs), which are impossible for comparative methods to detect.
In this approach, to reduce the effect of neighboring nodes' data, a sensor node is capable of detecting its own status. Babaie et al. [42] suggested a new self-diagnosing approach. This approach reduces the effect of neighboring nodes and uses Petri nets and a correlation graph to analyze the behavior of sensor nodes. By using Petri nets, which are actually flow charts, sensor nodes are capable of detecting different kinds of faults, i.e., permanent faults and transient faults. The correlation graph is used to diagnose the failure of inner links between sensor components.
Panda and Khilar [61] proposed a distributed self fault diagnosis (DSFD) algorithm to solve the fault diagnosis problem of large-scale WSNs, and this approach can diagnose both hard and soft faults. It divides fault diagnosis into two phases, i.e., the initialization phase and self-diagnosis phase. In the first phase, actually a data-collecting phase, writers assume that all sensor nodes are fault free. After this phase, every sensor node can have a local view of its neighboring nodes and their sensed data. Another important assumption is that the sensed data of every node follows normal distribution. In the self-diagnosis phase, when node s i cannot receive information from a neighboring node s j , s j is considered to be hard faulty. If s i can receive data from the neighboring node s j , s j will perform a 3σ test to identify whether s j is soft faulty. For normal distribution, the probability of data remaining in (µ − 3σ , µ + 3σ ) is 0.9974. A 3σ test uses the normal distribution assumption to test whether the sensed data is in the range of larger probability. If not, s j is soft faulty, as shown in Table 5 .
Distributed systems always suffer different kinds of soft faults. A Byzantine fault is one of them, i.e., a faulty node may exhibit arbitrary behavior, e.g., a faulty node may corrupt its local state and send arbitrary messages. A Byzantine fault is intermittent and difficult to predict. Panda and Khilar [32] proposed a fault detection technique based on hypothesis testing, which is like that described in [61] by the same authors, which uses the idea of small probability. In this selfdetectable distributed fault detection algorithm, each sensor node collects data from its neighbors and diagnoses itself by using the Neyman-Pearson test from hypothesis testing theory.
Discussion: A self-diagnosing approach demands stringent assumptions and still depends on the first-hand data from neighboring nodes. Thus, future research should relax the assumptions and decrease the dependence on neighboring nodes.
3) PROBABILISTIC METHOD
In the centralized approach, we introduced the probabilistic method to diagnose node status. As a sink node has no energy limitation and enough computation power, it can build a classifier to diagnose node status. However, a centralized probabilistic method suffers high diagnosis latency. Yuan et al. [31] proposed a distributed Bayesian TABLE 6. DBA. P i and P j refers to prior fault probability of node S i , S j respectively. f i j refers to the flag of nodes' status, if S i and S j are in different status, f i j = 0, otherwise, f ij = 1.
algorithm (DBA), as shown in Table 6 . This method uses a border node to adjust the fault probability calculated by a neighboring node, which efficiently decreases the negative effect caused by faulty neighboring nodes, as presented in Fig. 5 . Titouna et al. [62] also presented a fault detection scheme (FDS) for WSNs. Their method used probabilistic classifiers employing the formalism of Bayesian networks. This method represents the network in the form of a directed acyclic graph that shows a probability distribution. Each node is represented by a random variable X i , and the edge between two nodes shows a probabilistic dependency of a child. The network structure illustrates that each X i from its parent is conditionally independent from its non-descendants. According to these assumptions, a conditional probability table is associated, illustrating that each X i distribution assigns any possible values to its parents. A Bayesian network is simply a Bayesian classifier used for task classification.
In this scheme, a class variable is represented by C, and X i represents each node feature. Hence, in order to calculate the probability P(C = c k |X = x) for each possible class c k , Bayes theorem is given in Eq. (1). It is not often possible to achieve P(C = c k |X = x) without making independent assumptions. The most important assumption in the naive Bayesian classifier is that each feature X i is independent of each and every available feature in the class variable C, as shown in Eq. (2) . The proposed technique determines the conditional probability of sensor node N i , which gives the remaining energy level EL t i , and the sensed data SD t i at time t is shown in Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively, using Bayes' rule. We have
After determining the result, the probability joint (PJ) is sent to its CH. Then, a decision is made on the basis of similarity existing among the PJs of all neighboring nodes belonging to the same cluster. Performance evaluations illustrated that this FDS outperformed FDWSN.
Discussion: The method still relies on neighboring nodes. In [31] , the authors tried to adjust the fault probability using the border node, but the detection accuracy will decrease when time elapses, as more nodes become faulty, and it is difficult to differentiate good areas and faulty areas.
4) TOPOLOGY CONTROL
Sensor nodes with limited energy will be dead when their battery power is exhausted. If these nodes are routing nodes, they could affect network connectivity. Compared to the energy scarcity in the latter stage, most energy is wasted in the first stage, when most nodes are deployed closely and can communicate with all the nodes in their transmission range, and it is unnecessary and wasteful. In order to prolong the lifetime of a network, Deniz et al. [41] proposed an adaptive energy-aware and distrusted fault-tolerant topologicalcontrol algorithm (an adaptive disjoint path vector, or ADPV, algorithm), as schematically depicted in 6. The protocol works in two phases: initialization and restoration. In the initialization phase, the ADPV finds all alternative paths based on a set-picking method pre-existing in the network. The restoration phase initiates whenever k-vertex connectivity with the stationary supernode is broken. To restore connectivity, the ADPV uses the calculated alternative paths and readjusts the nodes' transmission ranges accordingly. The ADPV is distributed in nature, and simulation results have illustrated that it prolongs the lifespan of heterogeneous nodes connected to the supernode. It also guarantees network connectivity durability, ranging from 5% to 95%, against node failures. Moreover, in cases of 75% and 90% node failure, the network remains connected to the supernode through three or two vertexes, respectively. Discussion: This method mainly focuses on making the most of limited energy. According to the connectivity, which is related to the change of node status, nodes adjust their transmission ranges. A supernode, which can also be regarded as a cluster head, is responsible for collecting data from the common nodes.
5) CLUSTER BASED
A cluster head is a kind of supernode with rich energy and abundant computation capability, the characteristics of which are adaptive for performing fault diagnosis in WSNs. Afsar [63] proposed a fault-tolerant service (FTS) based on a hierarchical network. This service can be divided into three steps:
• Fault detection: this step can be divided into two types, cluster head (CH) fault detection and cluster member (CM) fault detection, as shown in Fig. 7 . A CH fault is detected by a spare cluster head, the neighboring CHs, and the CMs. Fault detection of a CM is accomplished by the CHs. Both CHs and CMs have to send heartbeat, summary, and update messages periodically to their corresponding nodes. If these corresponding nodes receive none of these messages, the CHs or CMs are considered to be faulty and the process advances to the next step.
• Fault diagnosis: the FTS uses time redundancy to detect transient faults around both CMs and CHs. If a fault cannot be affirmed to be transient fault, it is a permanent fault.
• Fault recovery: CH fault recovery is a replacement of the spare cluster head. CM recovery is removal of the faulty CMs from the routing table. Discussion: Compared to other distributed algorithms, a cluster-based method for fault diagnosis in WSNs is simple and sufficient. The detection accuracy of this method is higher than that of other distributed methods at the expense of hardware costs. This fault diagnosis method still must rely on the judgment of neighboring nodes; thus, the algorithm's performance will worsen over time. 
6) DRAWBACKS OF DISTRIBUTED DIAGNOSIS
A distributed fault diagnosis approach gives the decision back to node level. Compared to a centralized approach, a distributed method can be applied to large-scale networks. However, it still has some drawbacks demanding urgent solutions.
• Algorithm simplification; that is, common sensor nodes in WSNs are always equipped with limited energy and computation capacity. Thus, most machine learning algorithms cannot be applied to distributed approaches.
• Most distributed approaches rely on the performance of neighboring nodes, but over time most nodes become faulty, which inevitably has a negative effect on detection accuracy.
• In the diagnosis process, the status of a common node is decided by its sensed data with neighboring nodes whether exceeding the threshold or not. In most cases, the threshold is decided by experience, which cannot be applied in uncharted territory.
E. HYBRID APPROACH
Based on decision center, a hybrid approach has two decision components, one in the sink node and one in the common nodes. This approach originated from the acknowledgement of two main drawbacks in centralized and distributed approaches. A centralized approach cannot be applied in large-scale networks, and has a relatively higher diagnosis latency. The main problem in a distributed method is keeping the detection accuracy high. In order to solve these problems, a hybrid approach was proposed. Up to now, the basic thought of a hybrid approach has been to add extra equipment, e.g., a mobilizer, to achieve diagnosis reliability, robustness, energy efficiency, and minimization of traffic overhead.
1) MOBILE SINK
In order to overcome the limitations in both distributed and centralized approaches, and due to the improvisational nature of WSNs, the lack of insight into internal running status, and, in particular, since network structure can frequently change due to link failure, Chanak et al. [64] presented a mobile sinkbased distributed fault detection scheme, which identifies the health status of each software and hardware component separately. In this algorithm, the mobile detector starts its fault diagnosis from the BS. As it explores each deployed node, it obtains its health status. It then uploads the information from all nodes in the network. It completes its operation by returning to the BS. This information helps the administrator recover and reuse faulty sensor nodes. It also helps maintain reliability, and improves the lifespan of the network. Experiments concluded that this scheme outperforms existing fault detection techniques because single-hop communication for detection is followed. Lastly, Abo-Zahhad et al. [65] illustrated a mobile sinkbased adaptive immune energy-efficient clustering protocol (MSIEEP) to deal with elevating the energy hole problem by using a controlled mobile sink, which is based on the fact that the nodes near the BS die earlier than those far away. The MSIEEP helps ensure node connectivity with the BS. It also divides the network into small regions so the nodes require a smaller range of radio transmissions than when in a full area, as shown in Fig. 8 . Moreover, this adaptive protocol helps find sojourn locations for the mobile sink, and considers the energy dissipation during communication and from overhead control packets in the network. The MSIEEP also decides an optimal number of CHs, and their locations. Overall, this protocol improves the overall lifetime, network connectivity, packet drop rate, and security of the network. Simulation results indicated that this technique is more energy efficient and reliable than existing techniques.
Discussion: The mobile sink based method has many advantages over centralized or distributed methods. The main problem with a mobile sink based method lies in the path planning of mobile sink nodes. The two papers cited illustrate two different ways this is done. In [64] , the optimal diagnostic hub points come from the center of the triangle formation between the deployed sensor nodes. In [65] , the sensor field is divided into small regions, e.g., rectangles, and the center of the rectangle is chosen as the sojourn location. The path planning of mobile sink nodes is greatly related to the algorithm's performance. The shortest path obviously decreases the diagnosis delay and promotes data reliability.
2) CLUSTER-BASED METHOD
In the distributed method, Afsar [63] proposed a clusterbased method, where the network is divided into three levels, i.e., common node level, cluster head level, and sink node level. Zafar et al. [34] suggested an analogous hybrid fault detection mechanism that performs fault detection. The nature of this method . . . The diagnostic entities in the network can be divided into three parts:
• Diagnostic agent (DA), which periodically monitors sensor node (SN) processes.
• Local cluster head, a local diagnosis center that performs the diagnostic processes in a cluster.
• Error-specific cluster head, which stores a certain distributed error database used to deal with certain types of errors. Discussion: The nature of the cluster-based method uses hardware redundancy to improve fault detection accuracy. This method can effectively decrease the complexity of the algorithm, but inevitably increases the cost of WSNs.
3) DRAWBACKS OF HYBRID DIAGNOSIS
• In the mobile-sink-based method, path planning determines the algorithmic performance. As one of the hybrid methods discussed in this paper, the mobile-sinkbased algorithm has greater detection delay. However, the selection of hub points in the path and path planning according to these points is a typical non-deterministic polynomial complete problem.
• The cluster-based method is like a local centralized method. Supernodes are added into the networks to perform local diagnosis tasks, which increases the construction cost of networks.
III. SUMMARY AND INSIGHTS OF MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS A. SUMMARY OF MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
This section summarizes the main conclusions of papers published from 2013 to 2017, as shown in Table 7 .
B. INSIGHTS OF MAJOR RESEARCH
We present the insights of major research, to illustrate potential future research directions, in Table 8 .
1) MOBILE WSNs
Mobile WSNs (MWSNs) consist of mobile sensors or sink nodes in the networks [73] . The advantages of MWSNs over VOLUME 6, 2018 
2) INDUSTRIAL WSNs
Industrial wireless sensor networks (IWSNs) are used for controlling and monitoring various industrial tasks [18] . WSNs have great advantages over wired networks, e.g., no cables, cost reduction, and ease of installation and repair. Aside from the advantages, IWSNs are faced with unique challenges caused by industrial control systems, e.g., reliability, real-time communication, and robustness, which establishes new requirements for WSN fault diagnosis.
3) WIRELESS MULTIMEDIA SENSOR NETWORKS (WMSNs)
Currently, most deployed WSNs are limited to collect scalar data, e.g., temperature, humility, location, light intensity and pressure. However, there are also useful multimedia data, e.g., video, voice, and image, in the areas of medical care, traffic monitoring, and smarthomes. WMSNs consist of sensor nodes that can collect video, voice and image data. Compared to traditional WSNs, WMSNs require higher energy consumption, bandwidth, and quality of service.
4) UNDERWATER WSNs
Wireless underwater sensor networks (WUSNs) refer to WSNs deployed underwater, e.g., under lakes, rivers, and oceans. Since sensor nodes are usually deployed in the deep sea and typically powered by batteries, they can hardly be recharged or are not worth replacing [74] . Unlike terrestrial WSNs, where the locations of the sensor nodes can be determined by global positioning system technology, underwater sensor nodes can be localized through limited communication with anchor or reference nodes. Owing to the fluctuation of water, the deployment of WUSNs involves a three-dimensional (3D) environment. Sensor nodes deployed underwater are always used to monitor the environment and detect certain events. Special underwater environments could influence the reliability of sensed data and communication.
All of these new scenes call for higher requirements in fault diagnosis. So far, few researchers have focused on the fault diagnosis of WUSNs.
5) 3D-BASED WSNs
Sensor nodes are often deployed in 3D areas, not just underwater, such as military sensing devices deployed in a nonplanar battlefield, a sensor network floating in the air for tracking chemical plumes, or a fire monitoring network in a mountainous forest [75] . According to the papers on fault diagnosis in WSNs published from 2013 to 2017, although two-dimensional (2D) WSNs have been widely explored, the networks in which sensor nodes have three dimensions have been less thoroughly researched. A 3D network has different traits than a 2D network, e.g., the topology of a 3D network is more complex than that of a 2D network, which challenges the existing diagnosis methods relying on space correlation in 2D networks.
6) SOFTWARE-DEFINED-NETWORK (SDN)-BASED WSNs
An SDN is a centralized network structure in which every computation is completed in the controller rather than in the sensors themselves, and all information is exchanged only through switches [76] . The pivotal technology of SDNs is called OpenFlow, which can separate the computational unit and transmission unit of a single device. In general, an SDN has the following advantages over traditional WSNs:
• The use and control of an SDN can be programmed, which provides considerably more configuration flexibility.
• An SDN deceases the hardware cost of network since the computational unit of a node is removed.
• An SDN contributes to visualization of the network and effectively combines network computing and storage resources.
• The controller is responsible for computing, and for decreasing both the error ratio and potential exterior interference. The main faults of an SDN originate in data communication and storage. As common nodes have no computational unit, nearly all distributed algorithms cannot be employed in an SDN. Moreover, centralized methods also cannot run in an SDN directly, which requires further research in the future.
7) ENERGY HARVESTING FOR WSNs
Energy shortages are the primary bottleneck in WSN applications and for fault diagnosis. Most sensor nodes are equipped with a battery that has limited energy that is quickly depleted. This drawback limits the ability of nodes to undertake execution of relatively complex fault diagnosis algorithms. Energy harvesting or power harvesting is the process by which sensor nodes both obtain energy from the external world, e.g., solar energy, wind energy, and thermal energy, and store the energy. This orientation involves the energy of WSNs, and sensor nodes must be equipped with extra hardware, which demands improved algorithms in fault diagnosis. VOLUME 6, 2018
8) INDUCTIVE CHARGING FOR WSNs
Inductive, or wireless, charging employs an electromagnetic field to transmit energy from one object to another. As in energy harvesting for WSNs, inductive charging also involves the energy-related problem of WSNs. Different from energy harvesting, the energy of inductive charging always comes from artificial electromagnetic waves. This is the same situation as in the medium that nodes use to communicate with each other. Furthermore, this orientation also demands improved algorithms for fault diagnosis.
9) HETEROGENEOUS WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS (HWSNs)
HWSNs consist of nodes with different capabilities in terms of hardware and protocols. Most fault diagnosis methods only consider homogeneous wireless networks, in which sensor nodes are the same in terms of both hardware and protocol; thus, the fault diagnosis method cannot applied to HWSNs directly.
10) DUTY-CYCLE-BASED WSNs
To prolong the lifetime of the WSNs, one common approach is to dynamically schedule the sensors' awake/sleep cycles, i.e., duty cycle or sleep scheduling [77] ; the cited work describes a connected k-neighborhood (CKN)-based approach (k refers to the least-awake neighbors). In existing fault diagnosis algorithms, sensor nodes in WSNs are active until dead; thus, duty-cycle-based WSNs must consider related algorithmic improvement.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Since WSNs have limited resources and are usually deployed in inaccessible, uncontrolled, and autonomous environments, each node in the network must be monitored to avoid adverse effects of faulty nodes on normal network operations. Low-cost sensor nodes often become error prone and unreliable due to hardware, software, and/or other imperfections manifesting as ''glitches.'' Consequently, fault diagnosis is required to identify, detect, isolate, reuse, or let the fault-free sensor work to address faulty events. This allows the network to be operational even in the presence of faults.
Fault diagnosis can be observed at either side of the network, such as at the BS (centralized), node sides (distributed), or a combination of both (hybrid). Hybrid networks have a larger picture of the whole network compared to that in the node-based approach, and therefore decisions can be made from a relatively broader perspective. The node side avoids traffic overhead and delay, which increases the overall lifetime of the network. As a result, the hybrid approach achieves the advantages of the other approaches while avoiding their disadvantages. Thus, by using this approach, a better fault diagnosis protocol or algorithm can be proposed. Significant work has been done on sorting out the issues of reliability, robustness, and lifetime in WSNs [44] , [46] , [69] . This survey provides a broader picture of current promising techniques for fault detection and diagnosis. It also elaborates their strong and weak points. We believe that this survey will be helpful in proposing more robust, reliable, scalable, realtime, mobile, energy-efficient and intelligent protocols in the near future.
